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We Ultimately Become “How” We See
Today the world’s events seem to be playing out as outlined in St. John’s vision in
Revelation. There is a great deal of anxiety. People are afraid that we may have come
to a nuclear crisis or a life-threatening shutdown of infrastructure due to
cyberwarfare. “The end is near…”
The more sensitive among us can really feel something ominous happening. They are
picking up the profound distress worldwide and it is very uncomfortable. Is there a
way to deal with this?
Well, for a very long time we have been teaching about the two things necessary to
cross this worldly ocean of suffering and distress: faith and patience. Now is the
time to take it seriously and put it into practice. Now is the time to move into the
peace and hope1 of our inner life. Now is the time to focus less on what we see and
focus more on how we see it.

“The outcome of darkness is light, goodness and progress –
look for it!”2,3
Who’s at fault here? Isaiah 45:7 gives the mystical perspective: “I form the light and
create darkness: I make peace and create evil: I the Lord do all these things.” So, whether
it is Putin being portrayed bellicose or Biden being portrayed as feckless – it’s all His Will
in all things for reasons unfathomable to the human understanding – faith.
Imagine a mystic giving the nightly news and not a reporter. What would the mystic
present? How would the mystic see it? Positive thought forms support the Light. Are we
not Caregivers?
Only Love, Jerry
John 1 promises hope; that the darkness never overcomes the light - faith. However, remember that we may
not see the victory of the Light over the dark in our lifetime – patience.
2 This is a quote from a beautiful spirit guide – White Eagle. Deb Dore sent it to Sandy and it was an answer to
the message of this symposium.
3 Already we see people of different nations coming together in a selfless effort to help the refugees and those
under siege. Already selfless love is being inspired from deep inside the human spirit.
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